We Need Your HELP

When emergency responders are called to a given location,
there may be a delay in response if crews are unable to clearly see the address from the street.

Although it is fairly easy to spot a heavy column of smoke coming from a house fire,
it is difficult to see someone suffering from diabetic shock or a fall from a ladder.

Despite recent technology advances,
there is a big difference for responders in being directed to an address and actually locating that address.

911 Signs Help Save Lives

Sign Details
Sign is 6" x 18"
.063 Aluminum Covered with Red Reflective Vinyl
3" White Reflective Vinyl Numbers on Both Sides
Will Last for Many Years

For more information please call:
Whitefield Fire Rescue
837-2655
911 Sign

Name: __________________________

Phone #: _______________________

Address: _______________________

Vertical; ____ Horizontal; ____